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1. Introduction. The object of this note is to present a condition which 
guarantees that a filtered ring A is isomorphic (in the category of filtered 
rings) to its associated graded ring gr A. The result is that a separated, 
complete, nonnegatively filtered ring A over a field k of characteristic 0 
is isomorphic to gr A if and only if dimkH

2(gr A, gr A) = dimkH
2(A, A) 

where the dimfcH
2(gr A, gr A) is finite. The tool is algebraic deformation 

theory. Rim has observed that an application of the main theorem yields 
a condition for a plane algebroid curve over an algebraically closed field 
of characteristic 0 to be of the form um = \f —a result obtained by Zariski 
[5] by a different approach. 

2. Since A is a deformation of gr A (Gerstenhaber [1]), there exists a 
one-parameter family of deformations At = gr A[[t]] with multiplication 
defined by ft(a9 b) = ab + tF^a, b) + t2F2{a, b) + • • • . It is known that 
the deformation from gr A to A given by At is a "pop deformation", i.e., 
for t ^ 0, At is isomorphic as a filtered ring to A[[t]] (Gerstenhaber [2]). 

Let ôt denote the Hochschild coboundary operator of the algebra 
Av i.e., computed relative to the multiplication ft. For example, for 
q>eC1(An At\ the group of 1-cochains of An one has 

dtcp{a, b) = ft(a, (pb) - (p(ft(a, b)) + ft{<pa, b). 

If there exists t\tsC1(At9A^ such that zt = ôtrjn then ztGB2(At,At). 
z0 e Z2(gr A, gr A) is extendible if there exists zt G Z2(At, At) such that 

zt = z0 + tzl + t2z2 + t3z3 + • • •. 

Note that every b0 e B2(gv A, gr A) is extendible since b0 = örj0 implies 
that bt = ötrj0 = b0 + tbi + t2b2 + • • • is an extension of b0 where rj0 is 
extended linearly over k((t)). An extendible class of H2(gr A, gr A) is a 
[z0] for which there is a representative z0 which is extendible. 
z0 G Z2(gr A, gr A) is a jwrn/? cocycle if there exists an extension zt of z0 

such that zt e B2(An At). Each b0 = <5rç0
 G B2(gr A, gr 4) is a jump cocycle 

since b, = ôtrj0 is an extension of b0 and fef G B2(At, Af). A jump c/ass of 
#2(gr 4, gr A) is a [z0] for which there exists a representative z0 which 
is a jump cocycle. 
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The following theorem is the algebraic analogue of results obtained by 
Griffiths [3] for normed complexes and for fibered complex-analytic 
varieties. We assume the vector space dimension, dimkH

2(gr A, gr A), is 
finite. 

THEOREM 1. 
Extendible classes of H2(gr A, gr A) 

dimkmH (At,At) = dim, Jump ciaSses of H2(gr A, gr A) 

= dimkE/J. 

PROOF. TO prove that dimkmH2(At, At) ^ dimkE/J one shows that a 
basis [z{], i = 1, . . . ,m, of H 2 ^, / ! , ) over k((t)) can be chosen so that 
z\ = ZQ + tz\ + t2z2 + * * •, [zo] are linearly independent over k and 
{[zo]}, the coset of [zl

0] in E/J> are linearly independent over k. The map 
[zj] -• {[ZQ]} then establishes this inequality. The map: Extendible classes 
-• H2(At, v4r) defined by [zl

0] -» [z*] has kernel equal to the jump classes. 
An elementary argument shows that this map E/J -• H2(At, At) preserves 
linear independence. Thus dimkE/J ^ dimk((f))H

2(y4f, At). 
The multiplication of At has been defined as ft(a, b) = ab + tFx(a, b) 

+ t2F2(a, *>) + ••• . 

PROPOSITION l.Ft is extendible. 

PROOF. Define Ft(a, b) = F^a, b) + 2tF2(a9 b) + 3t2F3(a, b) + • • •. Ft is 
an extension of Fx since ft(a, ft(b, c)) - ft(ft(a,b),c) = 0 holds and the 
formal derivative of this is 

ft{a, Ft(b, c)) + F,(a, ƒ,(*>, c)) - F,(/,(a, b\ c) - /,(F,(a, fc), c) = 0 

which is precisely the condition for Ft to be a 5,-cocycle. 
It is important, as Rim observes, that Ft, the derivative of the multi

plication fn not only is a cocycle of the deformed algebra but is actually 
intrinsic to the deformed algebra and represents a cohomology class 
which would not be altered if ft were replaced by an equivalent multi
plication gt. This is proved by the following observations. If ft and gf are 
equivalent multiplications, then 

(1) Ma,b)^^;\gt^ta^tb)) 

where \j/t is a linear automorphism. The formal derivative of \j/tft(a, b) 
= gr(</w <M>) is 

(2) xl*'t{ft(a, b)) + i//tFt(a, b) = Gt{x^ta, i//tb) + g^a, ij/tb) + gt{\j/ta, i//'tb) 

where G, is the derivative of gt. From (1) and (2) it follows that 
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Therefore Ft(a,b) = \j/^lGt{^/ta, \l/tb) + ôt\l/^
l\l/'t{a9b) where ôt is defined 

with respect to ƒ multiplication and the cohomology class in H2(At,At) 
determined by Ft is not altered by a change of basis. 

PROPOSITION 2. Fx is a jump cocycle. 

PROOF. Let 0>t be an algebra isomorphism of At onto Ax where t ^ 0. 
Then <S>t(f(a, b)) = /i(<Dra, 0,6) and the derivative of both sides of this 
expression is 

0>;( ƒ,(«, 6)) + <Dt(F,(a, &)) = /.((DJa, 0,è) + / i ( © A 0 £ ) 

where OJ is the formal derivative of <!>,. Rewriting this expression yields 

FM b) = /f(or l*fc &) - o r xnfM> *» + ƒ,(<*, * r 1(*w 
and thus Ff = <5fOf xO;. 

THEOREM 2. 4 separated, complete filtered ring A over afield k of charac
teristic 0 is isomorphic to gr A if and only if dimkJFJ2(gr A, gr A) 
= dimkH

2{A9 A) where the vector space dimkH2(gr A, gr A) is finite. 

PROOF. By [2], ^4[[*]] is isomorphic to At for t # 0. The 

dimkmH2(A[[t]l A[[t]]) = dimkH
2(A,A). 

It is therefore sufficient to prove that, for t # 0, At is isomorphic to 
gr/l[[t]] with multiplication f0 if dimkif 2(gr A, gr A) = dimkmH2(At, At). 
By Theorem 2, 

j . r_2/ . .. ,. Extendible classes ofH2(gr A, gr ,4) 
dimk((r))tf ( 4 , 4 ) = dimk JumpclassesofH2(grAgrA) 

SdimkH
2(gxA,grA). 

Therefore the dimk((f))H
204,,>l,) = dimkff 2(gr ,4, gr 4) implies that the 

jump classes of J¥2(gr A, gr 4) = {coboundaries}. But Fx is a jump cocycle. 
Thus Fl = dpi and Pt(a) = a - tp^a) is an isomorphism of At to gr A[[t]] 
with multiplication afe + t2F2(a, b) + r3F3(fl, £>) + ••• . Provided fe has 
characteristic 0 the above argument can be repeated for F2 and, in general, 
for Fn to show that Fn is a jump cocycle with the derivative of the appro
priate multiplication taken as the extension of F„. By the assumption on 
dimension, Fn = ôp„. Therefore At is isomorphic to gr4[[t]] with multi
plication f0. 

3. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and let 
ƒ (x, y) be an irreducible power series with coefficients in k. Let C be the 
plane curve defined by ƒ = 0, A be the local ring of C and mA be the maximal 
ideal of A. 
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The Weierstrass Preparation Theorem and Puiseux's Theorem together 
imply that A a k[[t]]. Thus we can define a filtration on A so that 
F0A = / 1 D FXA = t n A ID F2A — t2 r\ A ZD ... and form the asso
ciated graded ring gr A We may assume grt A = FiA/F2A = 0 since 
otherwise t e A implies that A = k[[t]] and the curve C would be non-
singular. 

gr A = k[[tv\ tv\... tVr]] with vx < v2 < • • • < vr by definition of the 
filtration on A. Since A is the local ring of a plane algebroid curve, gr A 
is generated by at most two elements. 

The main result of §1 states that A is isomorphic to gr A if and only if 
dimfctf

2(gr A, gr A) = dimkH
2(A, A). Thus a suitable basis {w, v} of m̂  

can be chosen so that the curve C is of the form um = vn provided that 
dimkH

2(gr A, gr A) = d\mkH
2(A, A). Rim has observed that these results 

give an alternate form to a result of Zariski [5] which states that l(T) = L 
if and only if for a suitable basis {x, y} of mA the equation of the curve C 
is of the form yn = xm where (n, m) = 1 by the irreducibihty of the curve 
C, /(T) is the length of the 4-module T (Tis the torsion submodule of the 
module of Kàhler differentials of A) and Lis the length of the conductor 
of A in the integral closure Â of A. 
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